
MIRROR
Human’s eyes are cannot see their face. If human want to 

see themselves or something that behind us or hard to see 

because some reasons, human use ‘MIRROR’.

Almost mirrors are having four corners, like square or 

rectangular. However it has variety shape, for example 

circle, oval, or special shape. Some mirrors are 

very big, and others can hold in human’s hand because they 

are very small. Special mirrors are not flat, they curved 

inwards or outwards. However, reflected figures are so 

weird. It made flat glass that coated thinly back side, 

usually mercury. Mercury is a kind of metal, and it makes 

glass become mirror when it coated glass.

If you want to use ‘MIRROR’, just see through it 

something that you want. However, you can see just what you 

see, except other person’s thought or your heart in your 

body.

In house or building, next to the door, usually located 

mirror on the wall. It has no special purpose, but almost 
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human look it when they pass by it. Car is machine that 

human can move easily. By the side of the car, small 

mirrors attached both side, it helps human who want to see 

back of the car when he/she drive. Bathroom is a small 

space that human washes his/her face or body. In every 

bathroom has mirror, because human always check their body 

and face after the washed. Clothes are items that protect 

human’s skin, and keep body heat. Cloth shop is place that 

selling clothes, mirror used when human check clothes how 

suitable to their body. When human, usually women, want to 

more attractive, they use cosmetics. Cosmetics are cream, 

liquid, or powder that lay on human’s body or face. 

Cosmetics case has mirror inside that helps human when put 

on their face well. If human do not check their face, 

sometimes their face is unattractive than before.
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